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H I G H L I G H T S

• Integral mean temperature method for buried ground heat exchanger is proposed.
• The method is based on finite cylinder-source (FCS) of heat.
• Exact mean temperature inside and outside FCS of variable heat flow is derived.
• Steady-state temperature response to periodic cylinder-source of heat is obtained.
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A B S T R A C T

A solution to the finite cylinder-source model for the ground heat exchangers at a different buried depths
that takes into account the heat capacity inside them and allows arbitrary heat rate changes is pre-
sented. Analytical expressions for the average ground temperature are derived by integrating the exact
solutions over the cylinder-source depth for vertical and time-dependent changes of heat rate. The in-
fluence of buried depth variations on thermal response to a constant and uniform mean heat rate of the
cylinder-source is examined by the integral mean temperature method in a self-consistent approach. In
addition, approximate expressions for steady-state average temperature are derived for periodic heat rate
in the long-time limit.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A ground-coupled heat pump (GCHP) is one of the sustainable
energy technologies for heating and cooling buildings. Long-term
financial reward and space requirements retard wide spread of
the GCHP systems. Heat exchangers embedded into foundations
known as energy piles are less expensive than ground heat ex-
changers attached to nearby buildings, and a number of the
ground heat exchangers (GHEs) installed in foundations rapidly
grow [1–7].

Most methods of design ignore transient thermal processes within
piles or boreholes when solving external heat conduction problem
in the ground. Some commercial software for field of GHEs [8,9] is

based on solutions to the traditional cylindrical surface source
[10–12] or line-source [13–15] models. In terms of heat conduc-
tion, an energy pile can be modeled in the same way as a borehole
heat exchanger (BHE). However, vertical temperature variations for
energy piles differ from that of BHEs due to larger depth to radius
ratio given the same distance from the ground surface. Therefore,
to understand the effect of using a foundation pile as heat ex-
changer, both the thermal capacity of large diameter piles and heat
transfer to grout and ground surrounding in radial and vertical di-
rections need to be taken into account simultaneously [16]. To this
purpose, one can use solution to model called “solid” cylinder-
source of heat [17], which represents pile lateral surface densely
covered by helical or U-tubes with heat-carrier fluid in thermal anal-
ysis of piled foundations [18,19]. This model’s parameters, depending
on an arrangement of heat pipes inside the pile, its length and buried
depth, influence the thermo-mechanical design of the energy piles
[6]. Therefore, it is desirable to have upper bound and lower bound* Corresponding author. Tel: +34 946018249; fax: +34 946014040.
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solutions for temperature response for arbitrary buried depth D
within the finite cylinder-source (FCS) model in addition to the so-
lutions at D = 0 [20] for the upper bound and lower bound geometries
of energy pile [5].

For the design purpose, the best approach is to use an average
temperature [21]. It was first developed for the finite line-source
(FLS) [22–24] and then generalized for the case of finite cylinder-
source, starting from the ground surface [20]. However, currently,
an average temperature field from buried ground heat exchanger
can only be determined by means of further numerical integra-
tion over the thermo-active length of the z-dependent solution [25]
to finite “solid” cylinder-source model, which is rather time
consuming.

This study aims to develop the integral mean approach for tem-
perature response [20] to finite cylindrical surface source of heat
embedded into the ground on a finite distance D from its surface.
The effect of buried depth for a borehole field was examined on the
base of the mean solution to a buried FLS [24] in references 16 and
26. However, an analysis by the mean FCS method is highly desir-
able to account for thermal capacity of a single energy pile itself.
The influence of the distance D is beyond the scope of infinite cy-
lindrical heat source (CHS) [10,12,27], so-called “hollow” cylinder-
source, or infinite two composite-medium line-source models [28].
For estimating short-term temperature response, it was proposed
to use the former analytical model for the ground outside the bore-
holes in conjunction with the numerical model for the grout inside
the boreholes to account for thermal capacity of the borehole [29].
The influence of difference between thermal properties of grout and
ground was analyzed by a method based on the one-dimensional
composite-medium model, which is applicable for the short time
interval and several years for deep boreholes [28]. This study ac-
counts for vertical and radial dimensions of shallow pile, its thermal
capacity in the integral mean temperature approach, though it
doesn’t include the different thermal capacities of grout and ground
within the FCS model.

There are some approaches of combining solutions to a number
of composite-medium short-term models [27,29,30] and integral
mean solution for temperature response to buried FLS model for
long times [24], in particular, to design hybrid GCHPs [31]. A draw-
back of proposed analytical joint solution consisting in a certain
discontinuity in time between short-term and long-term solu-
tions, noticed in reference 24, was overcome by accounting the pile
heat storage effect in the mean FCS approach developed for D = 0
[20]. However, the mean solution to the FCS buried at arbitrary D
in the intermediate time interval, where interplay between verti-
cal and radial temperature dependencies is significant, is still
unknown. For evaluating thermal response of pile to a time-
varying heat demand, it is of an especial importance that the joint
solution obeys continuity condition in time.

Sizing GHEs relies on the thermal conductivity of ground that
may be estimated by field method in an in-situ thermal response
test (TRT) [3]. The effect of the heat exchanged with the ground
surface and pile interior might be significant in the transient thermal
analysis, in particular, in the analysis of TRT data to estimate the
thermal properties of the ground [20].

Ground thermal response to heat transfer from a line-source of
time-dependent heat rate, which represents a power transmis-
sion tower foundation, was described by the solution to FLS [32].
These solutions have a limitation involving the double integrals of
high CPU cost. To mitigate this problem, the transient z-dependent
FLS solution was approximated to a single integral for sinusoidal
variations of the heat rate representing seasonal temperature os-
cillations [32]. It was also shown the importance of finite length
effects even for the case of operational period of one year in the heat
injection mode [32]. However, such intermediate-time period
between the short- and long-terms corresponds to the model of a

cylinder heat source, capturing thermal storage effects, rather than
to the FLS model. Therefore, it is still desirable to obtain tempera-
ture response to a variable heat rate from a finite cylinder-source
in the integral mean approach. One of the aims of this paper is to
develop mean solution to the FCS model for time-varying rate in a
single integral form, thus, decreasing computational cost. A self-
consistent approach to evaluate temperature response from the input
and output temperatures of heat carrier fluid assumes uniform heat
rate averaged over the FCS or FLS length. The influence of heat rate
variations along a borehole on its temperature response was con-
sidered in the FLS model [26]. This effect needs to be taken into
account for a shallow energy pile in the FCS model in the same
lumped approach in order to increase accuracy and decrease com-
putational costs.

This paper presents (i) analytical expression for the mean tem-
perature response to buried FCS of constant heat flow; and (ii) exact
analytical solution for the integral mean thermal response func-
tion (G-function) to buried FCS that allows arbitrary heat flow
variations, and approximate formula for quasi-steady behavior of
temperature response to periodic cylinder-source of heat when time
tends to infinity. The limitations of the mean temperature ap-
proach to design buried GHE are discussed for different geometries
of ground heat exchangers from borehole to pile: the algorithm is
highly configurable by user who can select radius of cylindrical
source of heat.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the cylinder- and line-source model formulations, and presents
exact integral mean solution to the buried solid cylinder-source
model for a constant heat rate. Section 3 proposes integral mean
solution to the buried FCS model for a time-varying heat rate, and
summarizes these results, comparing them with the predictions of
the line-source model. The findings are then analyzed through il-
lustrative example. Section 4 concludes and gives a direction for
further investigation. Finally, Appendix presents the generaliza-
tion of the proposed solution for time-dependent vertical variations
of heat rate.

2. Temperature response from buried finite cylinder-source at
a constant heat rate

For the analysis of thermal response to the heat source, the
ground is assumed to be a homogeneous medium characterized by
its thermal conductivity λ and thermal diffusivity α, which are
assumed to be the same for the external and internal heat conduc-
tion problem, i.e. for r0 < r, and r0 > r, respectively.

In [17] Man et al. presented the two-dimensional formulation
for the finite cylinder-source of heat, approximating energy pile or
borehole, starting at the ground surface, i.e. at D = 0, and then this
was generalized to arbitrary D [25]. This paper develops the inte-
gral mean approach and considers heat flow from vertical cylindrical
surface of radius r0 oriented in the direction of z-axis, and ranging
from the surface of semi-infinite medium at z = D to z = H + D as
shown in Fig. 1. The model contains a parameter r0 naturally cor-
responding to GHE geometry through a radius of circumference with
heat-carrier fluid in the cross section of the energy pile. It can be
close to the radius of the pile or to its center, e.g. if a vertical BHE
consists of U-tube loop and is connected to a heat pump through
which a heat-carrier fluid is circulated [27].

It is assumed that the ground surface temperature is kept con-
stant at the z = 0; this is to say it obeys the Dirihlet boundary
condition for D = 0. The heat is released at a constant rate qz along
the borehole or pile, and is transferred by thermal conduction to
surroundings with undisturbed temperature T0. Analytical expres-
sions for the average temperature are derived by integrating the exact
solution over the cylinder-source depth, i.e. from z = D to z = D + H.
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